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RecSys: the Largest Deployed Learning System

• RecSys is ubiquitous: social media platforms (Youtube, TikTok, Facebook, Twitter), e-commerce 
websites, streaming services, …   

• As of 2021, 3.48 billion social media user with each person spending 145 minutes per day on average. 

• People start to realize “safety” issues with these learning systems:  
• Mental Health 
• Misinformation 
• … 

• Compared to physical learning systems (e.g., self-driving cars), large-scale learning systems that 
interact with human mind has: 

• less (legal) regulations  
• almost no standard testings 
• no clear contract between the service and the users 
• harms/safety issues are less observable 
• … [physical systems v.s. mental systems is similar to physical health v.s. mental health]

Credit: https://hai.stanford.edu/news/psychiatrists-perspective-social-media-algorithms-and-mental-health



What should be the responsibilities for platforms?

India China
Credit: Google TranslateCredit: BBC India

Credit: http://www.cac.gov.cn/2021-08/27/c_1631652502874117.htm
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What should be the responsibilities for platforms?
• This is a pressing and hard question: 

• Traditional Lens: Content Moderation 

• What content should platforms takedown?  

• Which account should platforms block? 

• Many concerns: 

• Free Speech & User privacy 
• From my labmate Kundan: 

• Does twitter have the correct knowledge (e.g.,  
knowledge to fact check claims on drugs and vaccines)? 

• Does twitter have the capacity to remove all/most bad 
stuff? 

• In case the capability of twitter to do this filtering is 
limited, then how should it prioritize what to address 
first? 

• What concerns do you have?

U.S.
Credit: AP News

Credit: The Verge



Section 230: Existing Legal Framework in the U.S.
• What is Section 230?  

• At the core, it differentiates “interactive computer service” (e.g., platforms, aka intermediary) from “information 
content providers” (e.g., users, traditional media, content creators):  

“No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information 
provided by another information content provider.”---Section 230 c(1) 

• History: Protect telecommunication companies and Internet service providers from liability for content that 
merely passed through their plumbings. Two court cases that had conflicting results: 

• “When a columnist for one of the special-interest forums posted defamatory comments about a competitor, the 
competitor sued CompuServe for libel” (1991) 

• CompuServe could not be held liable as the columnist’s distributor because CompuServe did not review 
any of the content on the forums before it was posted.   

• “Because Prodigy moderated its online message boards and deleted some messages for "offensiveness and 
'bad taste,’ " the court found that it had become akin to a publisher with responsibility for defamatory postings 
that made it onto the site.” (1995, responsible)  

• the court found that Prodigy had become akin to a publisher with responsibility for defamatory postings 
that made it onto the site.  

• “The decision meant that just for attempting to moderate some posts, Prodigy took on liability for all posts.” 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=47-USC-1900800046-1237841278&term_occur=999&term_src=
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=47-USC-10252844-1237841279&term_occur=999&term_src=title:47:chapter:5:subchapter:II:part:I:section:230
https://www.eff.org/issues/cda230/legislative-history
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=47-USC-1900800046-1237841278&term_occur=999&term_src=
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=47-USC-10252844-1237841279&term_occur=999&term_src=title:47:chapter:5:subchapter:II:part:I:section:230
https://www.eff.org/issues/cda230/legislative-history


Our Lens: Content Curation
• What is content curation? Personalized Content Recommendation 

• Facebook Whistleblower, Section 230 amendment proposals, … 
• What does it consist of? 

• Algorithm: RecSys (objective, evaluation metrics, training data, training procedure, …) 

• Content: mostly micro-contents 
• How is it different from content moderation? 

• Much more automated 
• Less transparency 
• Personalized 

• Debates on content moderation mostly raises questions on the sufficiency of current regulations 
(e.g., India government is now requiring 3 executives from each company to work on content 
moderation) but still portrays platforms as intermediaries. 

The moderation lens seldom forces us to question the very validity of the intermediary-creator 
distinction. 



Platforms are Creeping towards being Content 
Creators

• When we jump out of the content moderation debate, we start to question 
the very validity of platforms being information content provider: 

“The term information content provider means any person or entity that is 
responsible, in whole or in part, for the creation or development of 

information provided through the Internet or any other interactive computer 
service.” —Section 230 

• We are not the first one thinking this way…



Platforms are Creeping towards being Content 
Creators

• U.S. Representatives Anna G. Eshoo (D-Cal.) and Tom Malinowski (D-N.J.) recently 
proposed a Section 230 amendment that share similar ideas:  

• Reclassify those “interactive computer service[s]” (platforms) that “used an algorithm, 
model, other computational process to rank, order, promote, recommend, amplify, or 
similarly alter the delivery or display of information” as an “information content 
provider” (creator). 



How does curation become creation?
• Learning algorithms:  

• Intelligently assembling the underlying content into curated experiences. 

• Decide not just what can be seen, but also what will actually be seen by users (in service of 
company objectives). 

• Micro-content: 

• Not full blog post but isolated (context-free) snippets of text and photographs. 

• The scale of the platforms:  

• Content contains nearly any assertion of fact (true or false), nearly any normative assertion 
(however extreme), and nearly any photograph (real or fake).  

• What other factors can you think of?



Is it weird to call curation creation?
• There are similar debates in arts/copyrights as well: 

• Who can claim responsibility for a pop song that heavily samples preexisting audio? 

• Can Jasper Johns be considered the creator for his prints and collages that repackage 
previous works of art (by himself and others)?  

RACING THOUGHTS (1983).  
WHITNEY MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART, NEW YORK © JASPER JOHNS

https://www.sothebys.com/en/articles/tim-marlow-on-jasper-johns-at-londons-royal-academy
https://www.sothebys.com/en/articles/tim-marlow-on-jasper-johns-at-londons-royal-academy


Is it weird to call curation creation?

• There is a spectrum between content curation and content creation:  

Curation Creation

Drudge Report: 
Assembling links/ 

whole articles

Journalist: 
Assembling words

DJs Songwriters

Assembling  
Sentences

Assembling  
Tweets (?)

Assembling  
Paragraphs (?)



Is it weird to call curation creation?
• There is a spectrum between content curation and content creation:  

Curation Creation

Assembling wordsHomepage #ExploreReverse chronological order

“…assembling individual sentences,  
drawn from the entirety of the Internet,  
stripped of their original context,  
and assembled to present any desired picture  
of the discourse surrounding any topic.” Homepage and #Explore 

screenshots are taken  
on Oct. 8th, 2021 



What will the future be like?
• Technology will keep improving: 

• More precision (recommendation) 
• More diverse tasks:  

• Present: translation, image filters 
• Future: paraphrase across dialects, provide content summaries, render whole synthetic 

images to specification, render messages more polite, etc. 

Homepage

Translation 
Image Filters

Paraphrase

Provide 
Summaries

Render synthetic  
Images to specification CreationCuration

Politeness 
Transfer

What else can you think of?

…

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2006.15020.pdf
https://research.google/pubs/pub48295/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2011.03775.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2011.03775.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.14257.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2006.15020.pdf
https://research.google/pubs/pub48295/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2011.03775.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2011.03775.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.14257.pdf


What will the future be like?

Coming up with policies that balance the competing desiderata of corporate 
accountability, economic vibrancy, and individual rights to free speech is 
difficult. 

Any coherent legal framework should take into account that the creator-
curator variable is not binary. There is a spectrum between creators and 
curators. 



What do you think?

• Do you think that today’s platforms are becoming more similar to content 
creators than to intermediaries? Any personal experiences? 

• More generally, what do you think social media platforms should take 
responsibility for? 

• Can you think of any problems of assigning these responsibilities to the 
platforms? 

• What would be an ideal social media platform for you?



What can we do? Many Open Questions…
• Technical 

• Algorithmic:  

• How should we audit RecSys? How can we audit current social media RecSys? 

• What should be the metric we care about? 

• Perhaps we need to employ a crowd-audit approach? 

• What should be an ideal stylistic model for thinking about RecSys with users, content providers? 

• Multi-agent; Game-theoretic in nature 

• What are some standard dataset we could build?  

• Finding out “true” labeling is difficult. We don’t care about “watch time” as much but other “mental signals”… 

• How should we build next-generation RecSys? Better algorithm, better model, better way of tracing accountability? 

• Accountability: hard to disentangle the responsibility of the platform (the algorithms) with that of the users (data 
generation process). 

• Design: How do we empower users with more control for the system? 

• Ethical: What does it even mean for a RecSys to be considered as ethical? Under what framework can we study these ethical 
issues? 

• Legal: How can we make the contract between users and platforms more explicit? What does it really mean when I click on a “like”?

Any other thoughts?


